
1. Activity type:  Matching 

Language:   

Adjectives 

Instructions: 
 
Find the adjectives with opposite meanings. Match the 
words in column A with the words in column B. 

 
 
Matching: 2 columns 
 

1. fast a. old 
2. wet b. far 
3. tall c. heavy 
4. young d. slow 
5. good e. sad 
6. hot f. short 
7. pretty g. bad 
8. near h. dry 
9. happy i. cold 
10. slim j. ugly 

 

2. Activity type:  Multiple choice 

Language:   

Simple present 

Instructions: 
 
Choose the correct answer 

 
Multiple choice: 3 answers, choose the correct one 
 
1. He _____ it 
a) do not like               b) does not likes              c) does not like 
2. They _____ here very often. 
a) do not come           b) does not come           c) do not comes 
3. John and Mary ______ twice a week. 
a) comes                     b) come                         c) coming 
4. I _____ mind at all.  
a) am                             b) is not                           c) do not 
5. It _____ sense. 
a) does not makes       b) does not make          c) do not make 
6. They ____ happy. 
a) seems                      b) seeming                    c) seem 
7. You _____ to do it. 
a) do not has                 b) does not have           c) do not have 
8. She ____ a brother. 
a) does not has            b) does not have            c) do not has 
9. The journey _____ an hour. 
a) takes                        b) take                           c) taking 
10. I _____ it now. 
a) want                         b) wanting                     c) wants 
 

3. Activity type: Cloze 

Language:   

Articles 

Instructions: 
 
Complete the paragraph with the most appropriate 
expression 

 
 
Cloze: Complete the paragraph with the most appropriate expression 
 
 
 

A/ AN / THE 



Gustavo is from Brooklyn, a city in New York, one of the most cosmopolitan cities in the world. He lives in an 

area called Park Slope which is near a very big park. The apartment where he lives is in a very old building-

form the 1800s! He is a film editor and has his studio in a very modern building in Manhattan, in the center of 

the city. He likes movies and going to the opera. He is also a baseball fan and goes to the Yankee Stadium 

every Fall to see the Word Series. He likes Indian food very much, but also goes to Chinese and Japanese 

restaurants in Manhattan. He is married to an English teacher named Verónica who is also an expert in Salsa 

dancing! And they have a cat named Pisu. 

 

4. Activity type:  Crossword 

Language:   

Occupations 

Instructions: 
 
Read the clues to solve the crossword. 
 

 
Look at the clues. 
 
Singer This person makes musical sounds with the voice. 
Lawyer This person works in a court and defends people. 
Astronaut This person is trained to travel in a spacecraft. 
Nurse This person helps doctors and cares for sick people. 
Pilot This person flies an airplane. 
Secretary This person writes letter, keeps records and answers the phone. 
Waiter This person serves customers at their tables in a restaurant. 
Doctor This person is qualified to practice medicine. 
Teacher This person gives classes in a school. 
Mechanic This person repairs machinery. 
 

5. Activity type: Scrambled sentences 
 
Language 
May/may not: prediction, talking about the future 

Instructions  
Put the words in the correct order to make 
sentences 

 

1. Vacations / I / to / next / may / Cancun / go 
I may go to Cancun next vacations. 

2. to / today / might / She / not / class / come 
She might not come to class today.  

3. My / medicine / not / grandson / study / may 
My grandson may not study medicine. 

4. buy / He / downtown / a / may / apartment / new 
He may buy a new apartment downtown. 

5. cheating / the / might / You / teacher / with / of / have / because / problems 
You might have problems with the teacher because of cheating. 

6. on / moment, / I / be / you / time / don’t / in / not / this / leave / may / if  
If you don’t leave in this moment, you may not be on time. 

7. them / 10 / might / for / km / be / Running / exhausting 
Running 10 km might be exhausting for them.  

8. have / because / I / the / not / might / I / to / party / work / a lot of / go 
I might not go to the party because I have a lot of work. 

 


